
CLIENT CASE STUDY:  
Pietro Simone Clinic  

An Anti-aging and Beauty clinic in London



THE CLIENT  
@pietrosimoneofficial  
www.pietrosimone.com 

BACKGROUND 
The Pietro Simone beauty and anti-aging clinic is located in the coveted 
Sloan Square in central London. Pietro is a renowned anti-aging and 
skin transformation expert who’s non-invasive techniques bring in 
customers from all over the globe. Pietro’s clinic is quickly growing and 
soon crossing the pond to Los Angeles where he will work with 
celebrities in Hollywood.  

THE CHALLENGE 
Educate followers on non-invasive, pain free techniques used by Pietro 
and his team while boosting bookings and inquiries using the power of 
Instagram and IG story ONLY.  
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GOAL ONE: ELEVATE THE SOCIAL CONTENT AND 
CREATE VIRAL VIDEOS  

Before working with Social Exposure, content was flat, dull and garnered less 
than 50 likes per post. Pietro was not taking advantage of videos or IG story 
content and was not showing off his treatments, techniques or his unique 
philosophies.  

The Social Exposure team created viral videos of his unique treatments and 
techniques as well as made sure to feature Pietro himself, who’s vibrant and 
lovable personality helped us generate sales and inquiries.  

We wanted to make sure videos felt professional yet authentic. It’s important not 
to look too much like an ad on social media, but still maintain a high end luxury 
vibe that Pietro has built

* Grew account from 3K followers to 15K+  

* Content received less than 50 engagements BEFORE Social Exposure 

* Content receives over 3K organic views AFTER Social Exposure 

* Direct messages and inquiries starting coming in once content was improved

BEFORE

AFTER



GOAL TWO: GENERATE BOOKINGS WITH PAID 
ADS ON INSTAGRAM AND IG STORY

Pietro was not investing in any other form of marketing aside from social media. 
Our core focus was to increase awareness and then target our fans and excite 
them to book a consult or a treatment.  

Well crafted IG story and IG feed video ads drew in over 250 clicks per campaign 
in less then 7 days per run.  

It was clear to us that IG Story ads were the most effective for Pietro since the 
beauty and cosmetics obsessed spend a lot of time on the ‘gram.  

Our ads were always video content of treatments being performed with before 
and after results proving that Instagram is a powerful tool to generate new leads. 



AD TYPE: IG STORY VIDEO  
AD GOAL: WEBSITE TRAFFIC 
REACH: 23, 023 
IMPRESSIONS: 28, 971 
CLICKS: 512 
COST PER CLICK: $0.20



AD TYPE: IG FEED VIDEO  
AD GOAL: WEBSITE TRAFFIC 
REACH: 18,544 
IMPRESSIONS: 20,681 
CLICKS: 321 
COST PER CLICK: $0.55



GOAL THREE: GENERATE ORGANIC SALES 
THROUGH GROWTH HACKING AND 

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT  

The proof is in the pudding. Pietro can confidently say that sales 
didn’t just improve, but SOLELY came from social media!  

Our team of growth hackers (all human not bots) engaged with 
potential customers on Instagram on a daily basis, drawing 
attention back to the feed and generating real inquiries. Our paid 
ads generated so many organic followers, quality website leads 
and improved reach and discovery all around that Pietro became 
too busy to handle.  

Just ask him:)  





CONTACT:  
SALLY GOLAN  

SALLY@SOCIALEXPOSURE.MEDIA 
+16465259791  

WWW.SOCIALEXPOSURE.MEDIA

mailto:SALLY@socialexposure.media
http://www.socialexposure.media

